Transcriptional termination by RNA polymerase I requires the small subunit Rpa12p
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We identify Rpa12p of RNA polymerase I (Pol I) as a termination factor. Combined analyses using transcription run-on, electron microscopy-visualized chromatin spreading and RT-PCR have been applied to the RNA-encoding genes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. These confirm that Pol I termination occurs close to the Reb1p-dependent terminator in wild-type strains. However, deletion mutants for the 3′-end-processing enzyme Rnt1p or the Rpa12p subunit of Pol I both show Pol I transcription in the spacer. For Δrpa12, these spacer polymerases are devoid of nascent transcripts, suggesting they are immediately degraded. The homology of Rpa12p to the small subunit Rpb9p of Pol II and Rpl11p of Pol III, both implicated in transcriptional termination, points to a common termination mechanism for all three classes of RNA polymerase.

The molecular mechanism of transcriptional initiation by all three classes of eukaryotic RNA polymerase is becoming well defined (see refs. 1–4 for reviews of RNA polymerase (Pol I–III)). Even the complexity of Pol II transcription initiation and how this process switches to the elongation mode are now beginning to be unraveled (5, 6). However, Pol II termination remains enigmatic. The close coupling of mRNA 3′-end processing/polyadenylation to termination involves regulated interaction between at least some 3′-end processing activities and the phosphorylated form of the Rpb1p C-terminal domain (CTD) (7). Exactly how this complex set of proteins connects with elongating Pol II and which components of the Pol II elongation complex respond to the molecular cues that elicit termination remain to be established. However, a number of recently defined factors are now known to be involved (8, 9). For Pol III termination in yeast, a critical subunit of the enzyme, Rpe11p, is required for what may be a largely factor-independent process (3, 10). In contrast, Pol I termination in yeast has been shown to use a DNA-binding factor, Reb1p, which identifies a well defined sequence element at the 3′ end of the primary Pol I transcription unit. Reb1p then promotes termination just upstream, over a rich sequence that appears to operate as a polymerase release element (11, 12). In higher eukaryotes, a specific release factor has been identified (13), whereas in yeast, a similar release process may occur, although no release factor has so far been identified (14). These in vitro studies were subsequently confirmed in vivo by using S1 nuclease protection and RT-PCR analysis (15). Here 90% of transcripts terminated at the Reb1p terminator at +93 (nucleotides past the 3′ end of the 25S rRNA) and 10% read further 3′ to a so-called “failsafe” terminator site (+250). However, these steady-state analyses could not rule out the presence of unstable nascent transcription reading even further into the spacer sequence.

A valid experimental approach to investigate transcriptional termination is by use of the transcription run-on (TRO) technique. TRO provides a profile of elongation-competent polymerase across a gene that effectively delineates its primary transcription unit. This procedure has been extensively used in yeast Pol II systems (16, 17). Also two early studies on yeast Pol I (18, 19) showed by TRO analysis that termination occurs a few hundred nucleotides past the 3′ end of 25S rRNA. Our TRO results confirm and extend these data by showing that the major site of Pol I termination is close to the Reb1p-binding site as well as by demonstrating the accumulation or pausing of Pol I near this site. We then go on to investigate the possible role of two different factors, both implicated in controlling the extent of Pol I transcription. First, Rnt1p, an exonuclease III-like activity, is reported to initiate RNA processing of the pre-rRNA transcript by cleavage near the 3′ end of 25S RNA (20–22). We show here that the absence of this protein causes a significant alteration in the position of Pol I termination, suggesting that this RNA processing reaction occurs cotranscriptionally. Second, we have investigated the possible termination role of the Rpa12p subunit of Pol I. Disruption of this nonessential gene causes a growth defect at higher temperatures, possibly due to the instability of Pol I lacking Rpa12p (23, 24). Rpa12p shares sequence homology with Rpb9p (also known as B12.6) of Pol II and Rpl11p of Pol III in two regions that contain zinc ribbon domains (25). Furthermore, all three subunits are homologous to TFIIIS, a well characterized Pol II elongation factor, further pointing to a common postelongation function (23, 26). Because Rpe11p has been directly implicated in Pol III termination (10) and Rpb9p is required for Pol II to respond to pause and arrest sites during elongation (27), we wished to determine whether Rpa12p plays a similar role for Pol I. TRO analysis of the Δrpa12 deletion strain shows a dramatic loss of Pol I termination, resulting in high levels of Pol I escaping the Reb1p terminator and reading into the spacer sequence. Electron microscopy (EM) visualization of these spacer Pol I complexes (28) seen with the Δrpa12 deletion strain surprisingly reveals they are for the most part devoid of attached nascent RNA. This suggests that these transcripts are directly degraded at their site of synthesis. Overall, we define a role for the Rpa12p subunit of Pol I in transcriptional termination as well as in providing insight into the mechanism of this process.

Materials and Methods

Yeast Strains. BY4733 (MATa; his3Δ200; met15Δ0; trp1Δ63; ura3Δ0; GAL10–7::URA3) was used as template for the synthesis of the TRO probes. The following strains were used in the TRO, RT-PCR, and EM experiments: MKW028 (MATα; trpl–1; ura2–52; can1–100; leu3–112; his3–11.15; ade2–1; met2–Δ1; his2–Δ2; leu2–sm6); YCp50 (URA3; CEN4; ARS1; SNR6); RLY10 (MKW028 with RPA12::HIS3), RNT1 (MATa; ura3–1; trpl; ade2–1; leu2–3; 112; his3–11, 15), and Δrnt1 (RNT1 strain above with RNT1:: TRPl).

Transcription Analysis. TRO analysis was used to determine the density of actively transcribing Pol I across the rRNA genes in the various Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains. In outline, logarith-
mic yeast cultures are treated with sarkosyl, which arrests the actively elongating Pol I complexes as well as permeabilizing the cell membrane. Subsequent incubation of these permeabilized cells in an in vitro transcription buffer containing $^{32}$P UTP causes the arrested Pol I to extend the nascent transcript by up to several hundred nucleotides, consequently $^{32}$P labeling the transcripts. These run-on transcripts are detected by using single-stranded DNA probes (Table 1) made by isolating PCR generated fragments (by using Pfu DNA polymerase; Stratagene) from chromosomal DNA of S. cerevisiae strain BY4733. p is a negative control with a ura4 insert from Schizosaccharomyces pombe as listed. a is a positive control containing 567-bp fragment corresponding to the 5’ end of the ACT1 ORF. All inserts were ligated into the HindII site of M13mp18. TRO analysis was performed as described (16), except that the transcription conditions were 5 min at 30°C.

For the RT-PCR analysis, standard conditions were used. In outline, total RNA was isolated from the various yeast strains at logarithmic growth phase, annealed with RT primers (C1-C12), and subjected to cDNA synthesis by reverse transcriptase plus RNasin. The cDNA was extracted and PCR-amplified by Taq polymerase at nonsaturating DNA concentrations and various cycle numbers with oligonucleotides P1-P3. For the Fig. 3 data, 30 cycles were used.

**Oligonucleotides.** The following oligonucleotides were used as primers for the RT-PCR experiments: C1 (GGTACACTCTTA-CACACTA T), C2 (GGTTTCTCA ATCTTCAAA CT), C3 (CCATCATC TCCCTAGAAA C T), C4 (GCATTACACT ATATGACTG ATG), C5 (GGTGTGAC TACTTTGAT ATGT), C6 (CACCTTTAT TCCACATCAC AAT), C7 (CCATCTATGT CTTCCACACC AT), C8 (CTCATCGGAA TACATT TCTACA), C9 (CAGGAAAGTA ACATC CCAAT G), C10 (GCTAATGCA AAATATCA CC), C11 (CACCACCTTT TCCGACTT), C12 (CATGCTTTA TCTTGGAGAC), P1 (TCTTTTCAAG TGGTACTGG), P2 (CGAGAATAAC GTATGTAAGGC), and P3 (ATGCC GAAAGC AGTTG).

**EM Analysis.** Miller chromatin spreads were made as described (28) with the following modifications: yeasts were grown at 21°C, and Miller chromatin spreads were made as described, except that zymolase treatment was at 21°C (28).

**Results**

The DNA repeat unit of ribosomal genes in S. cerevisiae is a well defined sequence comprising the three structural rRNA coding sequences 18S, 5.8S, and 25S. These are produced as a pre-rRNA transcript of 35S generated by transcription initiation on the Pol I-specific promoter and termination, upstream of a terminator sequence to which the Rbp1 protein binds. Subsequently, this pre-rRNA is subjected to a complex series of RNA processing reactions (both exo- and endonucleolytic) that generate the three mature rRNA species (20). Dividing one rRNA-encoding DNA (rDNA) sequence from the next is a spacer region about half the size of the 35S gene that contains both the small Pol III-transcribed 5S gene (in opposite polarity) as well as a replication origin. The details of this repetitive sequence element are represented in Fig. 1A. As indicated, the rRNA transcript is divided into external and internal transcribed spacers. The positions of Reb1p-binding sites are shown, being present at both terminator and upstream promoter locations. Also the position of the 3’ end processing site for Rnt1p, which initiates pre-rRNA processing, is indicated.

**TRO Analysis on the S. cerevisiae rDNA Repeat Unit in Wild-Type and ∆rnt1 and ∆ara12 Strains.** To carry out TRO analysis on the wild-type and mutant S. cerevisiae strains used in this study, we generated a series of single-stranded M13 phage constructs as shown in Fig. 1A and Table 1. These gene probes contain antisense sequences corresponding to the Pol I promoter, 18S and 25S sequences followed by a contiguous series of probes, r2-r7 reading over and well beyond the normal site of Pol I termination. Probe p detects nonspecific transcription signals, whereas probe a detects transcription from the actin gene. Two wild-type S. cerevisiae strains, isogenic with the ∆rnt1 and ∆ara12 deletion strains described below, were analyzed and gave a run-on profile with very low signal over the promoter region followed by high signals over the structural genes (18S and 25S) continuing into the two immediate 3’ probes, r2 and r3 (for representative example see Fig. 1B Top). These data were subjected to quantitative analysis (shown against the isogenic mutant strains) by correcting the TRO signals for background hybridization (probe p) and U content (a $^{32}$P UTP label was used in the reaction). The TRO analyses were repeated multiple times for each wild-type strain and, although absolute levels of transcription varied significantly depending on the exact growth conditions used, the profile of signals obtained was consistent. As shown in this analysis, both wild-type strains gave a 2-fold higher signal over r2 (as compared to 18S and 25S), indicative of transcriptional pausing before the Rbp1 terminator. Then ~90% of transcripts terminate before probe r4 with little signal detectable above background levels beyond probe r5. These TRO signals closely match the in vitro and steady-state in vivo data previously obtained for Pol I termination (11, 15). It should be noted that during the TRO reaction, it is likely that Pol I will extend the transcript position by several hundred nucleotides (29). We therefore predict that signals in r3 and r5 will reflect polymerase loading immediately upstream of the Rbp1 and fail-safe terminator regions.

TRO analysis was then carried out on the deletion mutant ∆rnt1 strain. As shown in Fig. 1B Middle, there is a detectable shift in Pol I transcription as compared to the isogenic wild-type strain. This results in a 2-fold increase in the r3 signal and also a consistent increase overall of the downstream probes, including a slight increase in signal over the Pol I promoter. This experiment has been reproduced in four independent analyses and indicates that Rnt1p plays a role in determining the location and efficiency of Pol I termination. This may suggest that Rnt1p is associated with the elongating Pol I complex and processes the 35S pre-rRNA cotranscriptionally. The same mechanism is thought to occur for Pol II transcription, where CF1A and CPF cleavage/polyadenylation complexes are associated with the phosphorylated CTD of Rpb1p, thus mediating more efficient 3’ end processing as well as dictating the termination process (8).

The second mutant strain to be tested in these studies produced a more dramatic effect on Pol I termination. Deletion of RPA12, although displaying only a minor defect in cell growth,
relative to probe r2, set as 1. All quantitations are based on multiple repeats of TROs and are corrected for background hybridization (probe p) and U content.

The patterns obtained were found to be reproducible within a 10% range. The examples shown are representative images from the whole data set.

**Materials and Methods**

of M13 probes are denoted by horizontal bars below the gene map, whereas RT-PCR primers are indicated by horizontal arrows above the gene map (see Materials and Methods for details). (B) TRO data (hybridization signals to slot blots of single-strand DNA M13 phage probes) and their quantitative analysis for the Δrnt1 and Δrpa12 as compared to their isogenic wild-type strains. M13 probe a detects actin gene transcription by Pol II. Quantitation is fixed with all signals relative to probe r2, set as 1. All quantitations are based on multiple repeats of TROs and are corrected for background hybridization (probe p) and U content. The patterns obtained were found to be reproducible within a 10% range. The examples shown are representative images from the whole data set.

**EM Analysis of Pol I Termination in Wild-Type and Δrpa12 Strains.** The clear termination defect evident for the Δrpa12 strain based on TRO analysis (Fig. 1B Bottom). Again the data obtained were compared to the isogenic wild-type strain and were reproduced in multiple experiments. The clear involvement of this small Pol I subunit in termination may functionally explain its homology to the Rpb9p and Rpc1p subunits of Pol II and III, which are both known to have termination roles (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the TRO pattern obtained reveals high levels of promoter signal, indicating that a significant amount of nascent transcription reads into the downstream promoter region of the next Pol I repeat unit. In view of this striking effect on Pol I distribution, it is perhaps surprising that this mutant strain has a relatively mild growth defect. This may be explicable by the fact that rRNAs are matured by endonucleasome digestion of the primary transcript. Possibly any nuclear RNA with appropriate rRNA processing signals can be matured into 18S, 5.8S, and 25S rRNA. Indeed, it has been shown that rRNA transcribed from a GAL1 Pol II promoter construct is still able to produce functional rRNA (30).

EM images of actively transcribing Pol I genes. At lower resolution (Fig. 2A), both strains gave similar patterns with no evidence of nascent transcripts in the spacer sequence between two adjacent Pol I genes. However, higher-resolution pictures of the spacers (Fig. 2B) reveal a striking difference between these two strains. In the wild-type strain, the spacers were typically free of polymerases except for a cluster of one to three Pol III molecules at the position of the 5S gene (28), as shown in three of the four examples (Fig. 2C, larger gray arrows). In addition, in this and other control strains (not shown), there was evidence for occasional cotranscriptional Rnt1p cleavage, as shown by one to two transcript-free polymerases at the 3’ end of the 35S gene (downward black arrows). Otherwise the spacers were devoid of polymerase-sized particles but did show some smaller particles, possibly reflecting nucleosomal structure. These patterns are aligned with the Pol I repeat unit map (Fig. 2B). In contrast, for the EM data obtained with the Δrpa12 strain, we observed significant numbers of polymerase-sized particles (upward black arrows) in the spacer sequence on either side of the Pol III transcribed 5S gene (Fig. 2D). Significantly, these spacer polymerases usually do not possess any detectable attached RNA tails. To obtain a statistical measure of this key difference between the Δrpa12 and wild-type strains, 100 Pol I gene repeat images were studied. For the wild-type strain, only 13/103 genes showed any possible presence of Pol I in the spacer sequence. In contrast, for Δrpa12, 74/105 genes showed multiple
polymerases apparently transcribing in the spacer sequence. It should be noted that in the TRO analysis of the \textit{H9004} \textit{rpa12} strain (Fig. 1B), spacer sequences gave as high as 50% signals as compared to the Pol I gene. The EM data suggest a somewhat lower (although significant) level of spacer polymerases. This difference may reflect the greater instability of this transcriptless spacer polymerase during the Miller spreading procedure. It is therefore possible that the EM analysis underrepresents the number of polymerases in the spacer region.

**Fig. 2.** EM visualization reveals polymerases in the intergenic spacers between rRNA genes of \textit{\Delta rpa12} but not in the spacers in the wild-type strain. (A) Representative 35S rRNA gene/spacer units from the control \textit{RPA12} and \textit{\Delta rpa12} strains. The intergenic spacers from these examples are shown at a higher magnification in C Top below (for wild type) and D Top below (for \textit{\Delta rpa12}). Clusters of rRNA genes are readily identifiable in yeast chromatin spreads by virtue of their length, tandem repetition, and characteristic terminal knobs on the transcripts. (B) Schematic diagram of the yeast intergenic spacer, drawn to scale. (C) Four examples of intergenic spacers from the control \textit{RPA12} strain, aligned with the schematic in B. These spacers are typically free of polymerases, with two general exceptions. First, polymerases with no or very short transcripts are occasionally seen very near the 3’ end of the 35S rRNA gene (black downward-pointing arrows), presumably representing Rnt1 cleavage of nascent 35S rRNA. Second, a characteristic peanut-shaped structure (larger gray downward arrow) is often seen at the position of the 5S rRNA gene, presumably representing a few Pol III molecules and associated transcription factors. Nucleosomes are also sometimes seen in the spacers, such as C Bottom. Nucleosomes are smaller and less electron-dense than polymerases. (D) Six examples of intergenic spacers from the mutant \textit{\Delta rpa12} strain, aligned with the schematic in B. Seventy percent of the genes in this strain exhibited spacer polymerases in addition to the two expected types, as explained in C (again shown with downward arrows). Most of the spacer polymerases in the mutant strain have either no or very short transcripts (black upward-pointing arrows), although some have a long transcript that originated in the 35S gene (horizontal arrows). (Bar = 0.2 $\mu$m.)

**Fig. 3.** RT-PCR analysis of steady-state rRNA generated in wild-type, \textit{\Delta mrt1}, and \textit{\Delta rpa12} strains. (A) RT-PCR across the Pol I transcription start site reveals no detectable steady-state transcription reading into the Pol I promoter region in any strain tested. RT and PCR primers used are indicated, as are their positions relative to the rDNA repeat (Fig. 1A). PCR products are resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis. (B and C) RT-PCR analysis beyond the normal Reb1p terminator is shown for isogenic wild-type and \textit{\Delta rpa12} strains. Faint signals are detected up to cDNA primer C5, which maps to rDNA nucleotides 7598–7618, but the same profile is found with both strains. cDNAs were generated with primers C1–C11 and amplified by using primer P1.
be reconciled with the EM analysis (Fig. 2), which indicates that appeared inconsistent with the TRO analysis (Fig. 1), they can evident for the \( \text{rpa12} \) analysis, no increase in steady-state spacer transcription is the spacer sequence up to the 5S gene. As with the promoter (detectable only by high PCR amplification) extends further into terminator, it is evident that a tiny amount of transcription scripts. Because some of these signals extend beyond the fail-safe deletion does not alter the pattern of steady-state spacer tran-

Discussion

RT-PCR Analysis of Pol I Termination. The TRO and EM analyses described above for the \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) strain demonstrate a clear termination defect. However, the spacer polymerases visible by EM analysis appear to be detached from their nascent transcripts, suggesting that these RNAs may be degraded as they are synthesized. To investigate this phenomenon further, we carried out steady-state RNA analysis of Pol I spacer transcription with the \( \Delta \text{rmt1} \) and particularly \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) mutant strains. RT-PCR analysis was performed on these different strains, both over the Pol I promoter to look for read-through transcripts and extending beyond the normal Reb1p terminator region to look for transcripts that fail to terminate normally. The positions of the RT (C1–12) and PCR (P1–3) primers used are indicated in Fig. 1A. No transcripts reading into the Pol I promoter were detected, as judged by the absence of any DNA product with the C12/P2 primer pair as compared to the C12/P3, which detect transcription within the Pol I transcription unit (Fig. 3A). Although strong TRO signals were detected in the Pol I promoter region with \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) mutant strain and weaker signals for the \( \Delta \text{rmt1} \) mutant strain, apparently these transcripts do not read into the downstream Pol I transcription unit. Similarly, comparing RT-PCR signals extending beyond the Reb1p terminator region, equivalent levels of signal were obtained for both the wild-type (Fig. 3B) and \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) deletion strain (Fig. 3C). Although these transcripts extend well beyond the fail-safe terminator region, the pattern of signal and its disappearance after C6 (located just upstream of the 5S gene) suggest that the \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) deletion does not alter the pattern of steady-state spacer transcripts. Because some of these signals extend beyond the fail-safe terminator, it is evident that a tiny amount of transcription (detectable only by high PCR amplification) extends further into the spacer sequence up to the 5S gene. As with the promoter analysis, no increase in steady-state spacer transcription is evident for the \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) strain. Although these results at first appeared inconsistent with the TRO analysis (Fig. 1), they can be reconciled with the EM analysis (Fig. 2), which indicates that the spacer Pol I observed in the \( \Delta \text{rpa12} \) strain is devoid of any attached transcript, presumably because this is highly unstable.
similar pausing has also been observed for Pol II transcription termination in *S. pombe* (16). In the case of Pol II termination, the role of the Rpb1p CTD in carrying the cleavage/polyadenylation factors is now well established (8). It is appealing to suggest that Pol I, which lacks a CTD, uses the Rpa12p subunit in a related manner to interface between the DNA-bound Reb1p terminator protein and the 3′ cleavage activity associated with Rnt1p. It is clear that much detailed biochemical analysis is required to reveal the exact nature of these molecular interactions. However, the similarity of Pol I and II termination indicates that many other mechanistic aspects will be closely conserved.
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